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PRESS RELEASE

TRANSACTION IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY : GROUPE MASKIMO SIGNALÉTIK AND
GROUPE ROXBORO BAUVAL JOIN FORCES
Trois-Rivières, december 17 2021 - Two leaders in the Québec construction industry announce their
merger. Groupe Maskimo Signalétik and Groupe Roxboro BauVal are joining forces to strengthen a highcalibre 100% Québec player.
Groupe Roxboro BauVal is a family business with decades of experience and leadership in construction, as
is Groupe Maskimo Signalétik, whose head office is located in Trois-Rivières. Well established in their
respective markets, the two groups rely on complementary expertise to continue strengthening their offer.
With quality resources and facilities, as well as professional, passionate and motivated teams, the new group
becomes one of the largest players in the industry in the province of Québec.
"Fully integrated and autonomous in its operations, from transformation to execution, Groupe Maskimo
Signalétik continues to manage all its activities in the Mauricie region. This merger is an opportunity to
develop efficiencies and opportunities for our companies and, most importantly, for our employees," said Mr.
Louis Marchand, President of Groupe Maskimo Signalétik.
Complementary strengths
Like Groupe Roxboro BauVal, Maskimo Signalétik is a leader distinguishing itself from the competition by its
DNA and family values, its performance and its intimate knowledge of its markets and customers. Wellestablished in the Mauricie region since 1957, the company now has 350 passionate employees at its 15
operating sites in the Mauricie and Centre-du-Québec regions.
With services in rock crushing, asphalt production, signage, road construction and rehabilitation, Maskimo
Signalétik complements the main sectors of activity of the Groupe Roxboro BauVal. The union of these
strengths is therefore natural.
Operations and Human Resources
The merger will capitalize on the competence and leadership of the local management teams, which will
remain in place and will be supported to enable the Group to develop its expertise.
"In the context of this merger and with a desire for growth, we are combining and strengthening our teams
and our expertise. Following a common philosophy and family business culture, we believe that our human
approach and our vision of development will allow us to attract and retain the best talent in our respective
regions," said Mr. David Théorêt, President and CEO of Groupe Roxboro BauVal.

The synergies and efficiencies resulting from the merger will allow the organization to form a strong, allQuébec company with an expanded geographic presence and greater growth prospects. Exciting job
opportunities for workers in the Mauricie and Centre-du-Québec regions will result from this new alliance.
About Groupe Roxboro BauVal
A group of family-owned Quebec companies offering several complementary services in construction, civil
engineering and mineral raw material supplies. Because of the diversity of its expertise, the quality of its
achievements and the respect it gives to the tightest deadlines, Groupe Roxboro BauVal represents a reliable
partner that has earned the trust of its clients and business partners, both public and private. Groupe Roxboro
BauVal employs over 2500 employees, from Ontario to the Maritimes, including Québec.
About Groupe Maskimo Signalétik
Groupe Maskimo Signalétik is a company founded in the Mauricie region in 1957 by the Marchand family.
The family group has more than 350 passionate employees across its 15 operating sites in the Mauricie
and Centre-du-Québec regions. Maskimo Signalétik offers services in rock crushing, asphalt production,
signage, road construction and rehabilitation.
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